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NEW APPROACHES OF PERFORMANCE ESTIMATION 
OF UKRAINIAN COMMERCIAL BANKS

In the article the different ways o f  measuring banks ’performance, including traditional performance 
metrics and more advanced methods and their comparative analysis has been done. Based on econometric 
modeling ofpanel data models the more important determinants o f  banks ’profitability has been estimated 
and the directions o f  the enhancing banks ’long-term performance has been proposed.
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Introduction and the analysis of the last pub
lications. The last Global financial crisis mainly 
caused by banking institutions, reveals flaws in 
global financial system. In order for the global 
economy to move forward, the financial system 
needs to be redefined. During such challenging 
time it is extremely important for banks, as key 
players on the global financial arena, to become 
less risky and more successful. Thus their perfor
mance directly influences the performance of the 
global economy and become very important and 
actual problem for more detailed investigation. 
The prior research in the area of banks’ profitabili
ty and performance can be divided into two dis
tinct categories. The first group of researches as 
D. Rasiah, J. Wilson, J. Goddard, P. Molyneux 
S. Dave and others focused primary on the internal 
factors that influence banks’ profitability [1; 6; 7; 
9; 15]. These depend solely on internal organiza
tional environment of a bank and on effectiveness 
of management’s decisions. For example D. Rasi
ah carried out a detailed analysis of various man
agement effects on operational excellence and con
sequently enhanced profitability [15]. Another in
teresting study discovered how bank’s size 
influences its performance. The authors verified 
the hypothesis that big banks experience econo
mies of scale and enhance their profitability ratios 
[9]. Also recently academics and professionals 
started to emphasize that intangible assets play a 
crucial role in determining performance in banking 
industry [6]

The second group takes more holistic approach 
and tries to analyze how economic environment im
pinges upon financial performance of financial insti
tutions in particular commercial banks. One of the 
first such comprehensive studies was carried out by 
P. Bourke and is now extensively referenced by 
scholars in the area [3]. In addition to this S. Claes- 
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sens and L. Laeven recently carried out an interest
ing study on industry structure and in particular 
competition effects on banks’ profitability in 50 
countries around the world [5]. Despite the signifi
cant number scientific and practical investigations 
the actuality of the problems concerning the search 
of new approaches of performance estimation of 
banking industries and identification of the determi
nants, which influence this process still need more 
deep investigation.

The aim and tasks of the research. Therefore, 
the aim of this paper is to analyze and combine best 
practices of accessing performance of banking in
dustries around the world and use them to define 
both internal and external determinants of Ukraini
an commercial banks’ profitability. To reach this 
aim the several tasks should be solve, including 
identification of the ways of measuring banks’ prof
itability, analysis of the main tendencies in Ukraini
an banking system and estimation of the more im
portant determinants of Ukrainian banks’ profitabil
ity based on econometric modeling.

The main results of the research. The ultimate 
goal of company management is to make their com
panies more valuable and maximize shareholders’ 
wealth. There are various methods of measuring fi
nancial performance of a company. Both common 
accounting magnitudes, such as operating income, 
earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation and 
amortization (EBITDA), net income and financial 
statements ratios, such as profit margin, return on 
assets (ROA), return on equity (ROE) are widely 
used by financial analysts to provide stakeholders 
with important information on its performance. The 
question that arises is whether these classical meth
ods, usually applied to measuring profitability of 
regular companies, can be also used to determine 
profitability levels of financial institutions, in par
ticular commercial banks.
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Table 1. Different measures of financial performance
Traditional measures of performance

return on assets = net income/average total assets Represents the amount of money generated by an entity for 
the given amount of assets over one year

return on equity = net income/average total equity Represents the amount of money generated by an entity for 
the given amount of equity over one year

cost-to-income ratio = operating expenses/ 
operating income

Shows the ability of a financial institution to generate 
profit from a given amount of revenues

net interest margin = net interest income/assets Represents the income generation capacity of a bank from 
its main activities

Economic measures of performance
economic value added = return on invested funds -  
(weighted average cost of capital * invested capital) -  
(weighted average cost of debt * net debt)

Shows the opportunity cost of investing into bank’s equity 
for stockholders (developed by Stem and Stewart in 1991)

risk adjusted return on capital = (revenue -  expected 
expenses -  expected loss -  income from capital)/capital

Return on capital ratio adjusted to the amount of risk 
involved, popularized by Bankers Trust in 1980s

Market-based measures of performance
total share return = (dividends + increase of stock value)/ 
market stock price

Represents how a capital market values profitability 
potential of a given entity

price-eamings ratio = market stock price/ 
earnings per share

Represents the ratio of financial results of an entity to its 
market stock price

price-to-book value = market stock price/book stock value Represents by how much the market value of an entity is 
higher by equity’s book value

credit default swap Indicates the cost of insurance of an unsecured loan for a 
financial institution over a given period of time

As commercial banks are at the core of global fi
nancial system and their success means success of 
the global economy, sophisticated techniques of 
measuring their financial performance need to be 
developed. Performance of financial institutions in 
this research is defined as the potential to generate 
high profits.

Depending on the nature of a stakeholder differ
ent methods are used to access banks' performance. 
All indicators can be divided into three distinct cat
egories, widely used by academic and business rep
resentatives. Some of the most important of them 
are outlined in table 1.

The first category of financial institutions per
formance indicators represented in the table 1, in
cludes traditional measures. These measures are 
very similar to those used by financial analysts 
over viewing regular non-financial companies. 
Among those outlined in the table ROE, cost-to-in- 
come and net interest margin are the most widely 
used by bank analysts. Second category, economic 
measures of performance focus on efficient use of 
bank's assets and usually require a lot of informa
tion in order to be properly calculated. Such indi
cators as economic value added (EVA) or return on 
risk-adjusted capital (RORAC) aim at identifying 
the economic results generated from bank's assets 
during any given fiscal year.

Finally, the market-based performance measures 
indicate how financial markets value any particular 
firm, usually compared with their accounting or 
book value [10].

It's necessary to mentioned that recent events, 
such as global financial crisis of 2008 and the EU 
debt crisis show that most common indicator of banks 
financial performance ROE is very limited. High 
ROE ratios may represent effective management and 
strong investor returns on one hand, as well as dan
gerous unsustainability of a bank on the other. To bet
ter understand what comprises return on equity ratio 
and the problems associated with the indicator it is 
useful to break it down into three components ac
cording to the Dupont identity [16, p. 59-69].

N1, R, TA,
ROE, = — - x —— x — -  (1)

R, TA, TE,
where ROE, -  return on equity in period t; N.I , -  
net income of an entity in period t; R, -  total reve
nues of an entity in period t; TA, -  total assets of an 
entity in period t; TE, -  total equity of an entity in 
period t. So, according to the formula (1) ROE can 
be decomposed into profit margin, assets turnover 
and leverage components. During the financial cri
sis of 2008 both the profit margin and assets turno
ver ratios decreased significantly for major banks, 
however the leverage component remained high. 
This mitigated the ROE deterioration and created an 
illusion of high performance of the banks [4; 16].

On the other hand ROA seems to be a bit more 
stable and reliable indicator than ROE, as according 
to Formula (2) it lacks the leverage component.

ROE,
ROA, = --------•—  , (2)

TA,/TE,
where ROA, -  return on assets inperiod t.
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However for major banks this indicator re
mained flat over a long period of time. It even has 
been rising steady for some banks since 2003. Thus 
ROA indicator also proves to be very limited [4].

As showed deep analysis, issues with omitting 
risk, myopic view on strategy and data disclosure 
and financial reporting prove that traditional per
formance measures alone should not be relied on. 
In order to perform more comprehensive and deep- 
looking performance analysis of a financial institu
tion more wide ratios, qualitative indicators and 
some alternative methods such as balanced score
board should be used along with the traditional 
metrics. From the analysis done it is clear that the 
more comprehensive framework should place par
ticular focus on such issues as efficiency, asset 
quality and capital adequacy.

First of all, the importance of risk-adjusted 
measures should be take into account. One way to 
do this would be to focus not only on the plain re
turn ratios but also on the risk-adjusted return ra
tios. The more holistic use of RAROC would 
solve the problem. These coefficients allow allo
cating bank capital to business units in accord with 
their corresponding economic value added. The 
problem that remains is that these indicators heav
ily rely on internal bank data and on assumptions, 
which makes them very difficult to calculate [12].

The second important set of alternative perfor
mance measures concerns asset quality. Tradition
al performance measures are not comprehensive 
enough to acknowledge the modem complexity of 
accounting methods and assets classification. 
Therefor analysts and bankers use various qualita
tive methods, such as migration matrices and stress 
tests in order to project future potential loss from 
different portfolios in banks' assets. Such holistic 
approaches help to assess asset quality and the re
liability of corresponding future cash flows.

Another issue deals with the capital adequacy 
in relation to its assets. During the crisis of 2008 
the traditional performance measures were negli
gent to give appropriate risk-adjusted value to all 
assets owned by a bank, in particular to some cred- 
it-risk bearing assets, such as collateralized debt 
obligations (CDO). It resulted in banks having 
strong total assets to equity ratios and strong capi
tal ratios. Some specialists believe that the prob
lem can be dealt with if tangible equity is used in
stead of total equity and bigger attention is paid to 
off-balance sheet activities, such as operating leas. 
Thus such performance assessment measures could 
bring more market analysts' attention to the ade
quacy of capital structure of a bank in the corre
spondence with its assets. It should be pointed out

that in order to make a broad assessment of off- 
balance sheet assets comprehensive qualitative 
methods should be used, as numerical measures 
are useless at this stage [4].

The next important alternative method of assess
ing bank performance is a detailed analysis of earn
ings structure. During such analysis the emphasis 
should be placed on the low vulnerability and high 
sustainability of bank earnings. Unreasonably high 
earnings in a short-run signal about high risks, 
which in turn puts in great risk future performance 
of a bank. In order to assess the low volatility of 
earnings and strong sustainable development, ana
lysts should focus on breaking down revenues into 
its component parts and analyze different revenue 
streams and the degree of product diversification of 
a bank. Currently too much attention is paid to the 
ratio of net interest income in total revenues, as net 
interest income is proved to be much less volatile 
than non-interest activities of a bank.

Another issue concerning bank's performance 
measures deals with liquidity. The crisis experi
ence showed the crucial importance of strong li
quidity ratios to bank's sustainability. This means 
that for a comprehensive assessment of bank's per
formance such ratios as loans to deposits and short
term funding to long-term funding should be close
ly analyzed [4].

The next important part of alternative bank's 
performance measures concerns the valuation of 
intangible assets. Commercial banking is a very 
knowledge-intense industry with intangible assets 
playing a crucial role in banks' performance. Thus 
non-financial performance assessment measures 
should be used in order to evaluate intangible part 
of banking business. Such factors as brand name, 
human capital, customer service all should be ac
counted for as they impinge upon banks' perfor
mance significantly [6; 14]. The above-mentioned 
factors should be combined for the development of 
a comprehensive performance measurement 
framework, which takes into account traditional 
measurement methods, as well as non-traditional, 
such as economic, risk-adjusted measures and non- 
financial indicators [11].

In other words such measurement framework 
deals with assessing the business model of a bank 
as a whole and evaluates the ability to generate 
stable revenue of every business unit from the 
standpoint of various business dimensions, such 
as margin, turnover and leverage. This means de
composition of traditional indicators such as ROE 
and closer scrutiny of each of its component parts. 
For instance, profit margin needs to be calculated 
separately for each revenue stream. Moreover
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revenue from banking activities share must be 
compared to revenue from nonbanking activities. 
Leverage is assessed from the risk-adjusted stand
point and with additional capital-adequacy indi
cators. At the same time, the off-balance sheet 
assets should be analyzed with the relation to cor
responding capital streams. Asset turn over ratio 
should also be split into components to include 
off-balance sheet activities and decomposed rev
enue streams. In table 2 the key elements of com
prehensive framework used for assessing bank's 
performance during such challenging economic 
times are described.

Finally, banks' management should combine re
sources with market analysts in order to perform 
stress tests, sensitivity and what-if analysis in order 
to evaluate the sustainability and potential of banks' 
profitability across the entire key dimensions

To estimate the influence the management ef
fects, size, geographical effects and other factors 
on commercial banks performance indicators the 
panel data models has been build in following gen
eral form:

Yjt =c  + a j + /3l A 1;., + p 2\ 2jt + Pi A +

+... + p 6X 6jt+ s jt

where Yjt -  one of the defined comprehensive profit
ability ratios, defining the performance of the com
mercial bank 7 in period t (including net income to eq
uity ratio or ROE; EBIT to equity ratio; operating 
revenue to assets ratio; ROA; net income to operating 
revenue profitability ratio); i = 1, k : : t= 1. T\ X llt -  
independent variable that equals to total interest in
come for a bank i divided per total loans in a given 
period t; A'2, -  independent variable that equals to 
total interest expense for a bank i divided per total 
deposits in a given period t; A w -  independent var
iable that equals to total equity divided by total as
sets for a bank i in a given period t; A'l(( -  dummy 
variable; if equals one, a bank belongs to the first 
category of commercial banks defined by the Na
tional Bank of Ukraine; if equals zero, it belongs to 
the second category; AV( -  dummy variable; if 
equals one, either presidential or parliament elec

tion was held in Ukraine in a given period; if equals 
zero neither presidential nor parliament election 
was held in Ukraine in a given period; A'6i, -  dum
my variable; if equals one, the global financial crisis 
effects were the strongest in a given period
c. a i . p t .....p h -  unknown parameters that need to
be estimated; -  regression error term.

Econometric model (3) belongs to the class of 
the panel data models. The diagnostics, including 
Hausman test proved that model (3) should be used 
in analysis as random effects regression model for 
profitability ratios analysis [13]. In order to perform 
the research, historic data on operations of 47 major

Ukrainian commercial banks has been collected 
over the period from 2007 to 2013. The results of 
estimation of the model (3) on the real data set for 
the dependent variable net income to equity ratio or 
ROE are as follow (in parentheses the standard er
rors of coefficients are given):

i; =0.41+a +0.9LSrB -3.8LST* -0.34.tV, -0.32I4i( -0.08Ia -0.11I6i (4) 
(0.12) (0.52) (0.84) (0.63) (0.12) (0.05) (0.08)

We should say that for economy of the place the 
estimated values of the individual constants (a, ) are 
not indicated. As it was discussed , despite its flaws 
ROE remains one of the most widely used tradition
al performance measures for banks. As it can be 
conclude from analysis of the results of estimation 
of this model that it returned two statistically signif
icant variables on the 5 % interval, interest expens
es to deposits and group variables, and one statisti
cally significant variable on the 10 % interval, inter
est income to loans variable. Consequently the 
regression coefficients results can be interpreted as 
follows. If the interest income to loans ratio in
creases by 1 % the net income to equity or ROE ra
tio increases by 0.91 %. When interest expenses to 
deposits ratio increases by 1 % ROE decreases by 
3.81 %. Finally, if a commercial bank belongs to 
the first group its ROE ratio is by 0.32 % lower than 
for the second group bank.

The similar calculations has been done with the 
other measure of profitability, including EBIT to 
equity ratio; operating revenue to assets ratio; ROA

Table 2. Key elements of a comprehensive framework for measuring banks’ profitability
Traditional indicators (ROE) decomposition

Turnover Leverage Margin
Off-balance sheet On-balance sheet

Loans flow/ Loans stock Loan stock/Total assets Commissions/ AUM flows
Assets under management 
(AUM) flow/AUM stock ALIM stock/Total assets Net trading income/ 

Turnover portfolio
Turnover portfolio/ 
Trading portfolio

Trading portfolio/ 
Total assets Interest margin/Loans stock
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and net income to operating revenue profitability ra
tio. The last particular indicator helps to measure 
the importance of non-primary activities of a bank 
on its performance. The higher the ratio is the more 
profit a bank gets from primary activities.

The estimated regression models helped to iden
tify what factors have the biggest impact on bank's 
performance measures. It shows that interest ex
penses to deposits ratio, interest income to loans ra
tio and the size of a bank have a particularly strong 
impact on its financial performance. Moreover lev
erage ratio and the state of economy also influence 
banks' performance. On the other hand such politi
cal factors as election, that were assumed to be very 
important in Ukraine, were proven to not have 
strong influence on banks' profitability.

Conclusions. Banking executives around the 
world and in Ukraine need to focus not only on im
proving traditional performance indicators, but also 
on enhancing long-term sustainable performance of 
their organizations.

In terms of short-term success and enhancing 
traditional indicators, such as ROE, ROA and dif
ferent profit margins, management needs to focus 
on return on loans and cost of capital (deposits) the 
most. Cost efficiency overall, which larger Ukraini
an banks have problems with, should also be taken 
into account. As for enhancing long-term success, 
initiatives that refine corporate governance lie in 
center of such improvements. Management com
pensation, effective boards, intangible assets and 
dividend policy all prove to be equally important. 
Based on the statistical analysis of major Ukrainian
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Д ІЯ Л Ь Н О С Т І К О М Е РЦ ІЙ Н И Х  БА Н К ІВ УКРАЇН И

У статті проведено порівняльний аналіз класичних та сучасних підходів до оцінювання 
ефективності діяльності комерціних банків. На основі побудови моделі лонгітюдних даних визначено 
та кількісно оцінено вплив основних факторів на ключові індикатори прибутковісті та 
ефективності діяльності банків, запропоновано напрями стимулювання ефективності їх діяльності 
на довгострокову перспективу.
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прибуток на власний капітал, індикатори.
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HIGHER EDUCATION MARKET IN UKRAINE

The article analyses key features o f  how the higher education market develops in Ukraine. In order to 
cover the topic on a large scale, we ha\’e defined the terms o f  education sen’ice and sen’ice differentiation. 
The analysis o f  market structure gives reasons for stating that the higher education market in Ukraine acts 
under the conditions o f  monopolistic competition.

Keywords: higher education market, education service, service differentiation, monopolistic competi
tion, higher educational establishment.

The actual features of market development con
cerning the higher education indicates that currently 
it goes through the integration of market mecha
nisms. Since 2009, it has faced a trend of market 
players' quantity reduction. During the last 5 years 
the number of higher educational establishments 
with III-IV accreditation level has reduced by 5,3 
per cent, the number of students has reduced by 22,8 
per cent [1]. The principal competitors of Ukrainian 
higher educational establishments (HEE) are for
eign HEE and online education programmes. The 
© Волкотруб А. В., Іванова H. Ю., 2014

education abroad gets ever more popular due to ed
ucation costs (in most cases it does not cost more 
than in Ukraine), and the opportunities of cost-free 
education. The outcoming flow of students is main
ly restrained by the requirements to foreign lan
guage skills and the necessity to pass additional ex
ams. Also the interest to online education grows 
persistently, as it gives students an opportunity to 
get a foreign diploma without leaving the homeland. 
Such a situation has resulted in an increase of com
petition between higher educational establishments
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